FEATURED ARTISTS

ANTONIO MARTORELL
LUIS ALONSO
ANALIDA BURGOS
JOSE ROSA CASTELLANOS
LORENZO HOMAR
CARLOS RAQUEL RIVERA
NELSON SAMBOLIN
RAFAEL TUFINO
RAFAEL TUFINO II

AARON GAMALIEL RAMOS
MANUEL GARCIA FONTEBOA
CARMELA MARTINEZ SOBRINO
CIRILO MEIJERS
JESUS RUIZ DURAND
ENRIQUE SALGADO
KELVIN SANTIAGO
LUIS TORRES TAPIA
JORGE “PENON” VAZQUEZ

RICHARD ARMENDARIZ
JUAN DE DIOS MORA
JOE HARJO
ANDREI RENTERIA
ETHEL SHIPTON
GARY SWEENEY

EXHIBITION DATES:
OCTOBER 23 – DECEMBER 17, 2017

STATUS?
PRINTS FROM PUERTO RICO TO SAN ANTONIO

Curated by Teresa Eckmann, Ph.D

ARTIST RECEPTION WITH
MAESTRO ANTONIO MARTORELL
TUESDAY, NOV 14
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM

CENTRO DE ARTES
SAN ANTONIO

101 S Santa Rosa Ave • SATX, 78207
Gallery Hours: Tue - Sun • 11 AM - 6 PM

THIS EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS serigraphs from Puerto Rico produced from the 1950s to the present alongside contemporary prints from San Antonio artists. Puerto Rico’s history and culture come alive for viewers.

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

#getcreativesa | getcreativesanantonio.com | 210.206.ARTS |